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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
01/15/15  

Uncertainty continues to rise which funnels money toward metals  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +20.60, SILVER +13.70, PLATINUM +16.20  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,235.25, +$7.00 from prior AM 
LME Copper Stocks 195,825 tons +4,725 tons Shanghai Weekly Copper stocks  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets saw more upside follow through initially overnight, 
with a strong performance in Asia, but negative reversal action this morning from a surprise move by the Swiss 
National Bank reversed psychology. The Japanese Nikkei closed up nearly 2% overnight, helped by a weaker 
Yen and a measure of stability in the oil market. Added support came from the upbeat Fed Beige Book report and 
strong Australian employment data. Chinese New Yuan loan data for December was softer than expected, and 
that in turn fueled expectations for more PBOC monetary stimulus. This lifted the Shanghai Composite up by 
more than 3.5% on the session. Positive overnight action in Asia carried over into the early European trading 
hours. However, the surprise move by the Swiss National Bank in abandoning their currency ceiling against the 
Euro and cutting short-term interest rates drove major European indices lower. A dramatic shift in the currency 
markets triggered bearish reversal action in US equity markets, with the March S&P 500 breaking nearly 30-
points in short order. This morning's US economic calendar presents weekly initial jobless claims, December PPI 
and a Philadelphia Fed manufacturing survey for January.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
While the gold market had to be disappointed with the price action on Tuesday and Wednesday, uncertainty 
toward the global economy remains high. Gold prices clearly held up better than the rest of the metals complex 
yesterday, as historic declines in copper prices and overt weakness in equities clearly left silver, platinum and 
palladium prices under pressure from classic deflationary slowing fears. The divergence between gold and the 
rest of the precious metals complex highlights the difference between a financial/safe haven market and quasi 
industrial metals markets. While we think the panic toward global economic activity off the purported economic 
signals from weak crude oil and copper prices has become exaggerated, ongoing declines in bellwether markets 
like equities and energies has allowed concerns to extend for another trading session. Somewhat supportive 
news overnight was seen in South Africa with the NUM forming a vote on supporting a wildcat strike at a platinum 
mining facility. Other overnight developments were mixed, with a smattering of private gold forecasts hitting the 
wires. While some of those forecasts predicted higher gold prices off strong Dollar uncertainty, some forecasts 
were pulled down because of deflationary slowing fears. In the end, seeing a surprise policy move from the SNB 
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to remove the Swiss/Euro cap has added to the currency market uncertainty and it has also partially undermined 
the Dollar. In short the path of least resistance remains up in gold and safe haven interest also looks to drag 
silver, platinum and palladium higher.  

 

PLATINUM  
The PGM's clearly were undermined by the deterioration in the global economic view yesterday as the steep 
losses in equities, dramatic declines in copper prices and uncertainty regarding currency exchange rates knocked 
PGM prices down. However, the PGM complex has recovered this morning despite lower equities and energies 
perhaps because of distinctly positive leadership from gold and from initial weakness in the Dollar. PGM might 
also be drafting some support from news that the National Union of Mines in South Africa will vote on whether to 
continue a strike at a Platinum facility. The bull camp might be a little discouraged by a lack of bullish confirmation 
from volume and open interest on this week's rise in prices. However, in retrospect, PGM prices have held up 
amazingly well in the face of patently deflationary conditions and while that might be explained away as temporary 
safe haven interest, it should not be forgotten that PGM have not been dumped like, equities, energies and 
copper!  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
Gold managed to get a fresh and potentially significant global uncertainty event in the wake of a surprise change 
in a SNB currency cap. The latest financial market surprise is a symptom of a major battle being waged against 
deflation and in the short term that should feed all the precious metals markets higher. Support in February Gold 
is now pulled up to $1,244.50 which is the prior double top. March silver support moves up to $16.83 and there 
might not be much in the way of resistance seen until the $17.21 level. The path of least resistance in Platinum is 
up, but we are a little suspect on chasing platinum higher in an environment where risk-off sentiment periodic 
prevails. Support in April platinum rises to $1,254, with similar support in March palladium seen today at $778.30.  

 

 
COPPER COMMENTARY  
Capital and margin liquidation nearly complete buy calls  

 

GENERAL: Talk of fund liquidation by a few reportedly large physical holders of 
copper, disappointing US equity market action and slack US Retail Sales data 
provided the brunt of the historical washout yesterday. Even a modestly upbeat 
Fed Beige Book failed to resurrect copper, which highlights the patently bearish 
psychological perspective in the current marketplace. We can only guess as to 
the magnitude of the record spec and fund short positioning in copper, as the 
lows yesterday put the March Copper contract roughly 33 cents a pound below the level where the copper market 
last produced a fresh record spec and fund short! We suspect the outsized downside liquidation on Wednesday, 
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which came well after the market logged a fresh record spec and fund short positioning, was due to capital and 
margin liquidation selling by one or two large funds. Reports were reportedly circulating that a couple of funds 
might have held upwards of 50% of the world's above-ground supply of copper and that fits into the capital and 
margin liquidation story, but the washout might also have been the result of fresh shorts looking to play for a 
return to global recession. However, with daily LME copper stocks showing a series of moderate builds lately and 
with oil and equities remaining week, copper remains vulnerable despite the initial bounce today. Without reports 
of physical bargain-hunting buying from China, the bear camp probably retains control. Technically one could say 
a major bottom is in place, as the spike down was rejected on massive volume and open interest figures 
yesterday!  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
Now that the capital and margin liquidation selling has apparently surfaced in the rumor mill, it is possible that 
copper is getting closer to its eventual bottom. However, without a noted improvement in equity market sentiment, 
evidence of physical buying by China, or some other headline changing development, the bear camp might retain 
an edge.  
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